A radial basis process neural networks can be established ,which is based on expanding the traditional radial basis function neural network to the time domain. Combined with the excellent characteristics of cloud model transformation between qualitative and quantitative , a improved shuffled flog leaping algorithm based on cloud model theory is presented. It is applied to training the radial basis process neural network .The neural network after optimization is used in pumping unit fault diagnosis. The diagnostic results between the CCHSFLA and BP algorithm were compared. The conclusion is that the RBPNN based on CCHSFLA has better training performance, faster convergence rate and higher accuracy.
Introduction
A radial basis process neural networks model was proposed, which is a kind of three-layer forward structure constituted of input layer, radial basis function hidden layer and output layer. The transformation from input layer to hidden layer is nonlinear and that from hidden layer to output layer is linear. The neurons of hidden layer perform the pattern matching of process input information and aggregation operation of time and respond to the input patterns. A improved shuffled flog leaping algorithm is presented based on cloud model theory. The idea is to initialize the population through reverse learning mechanism, to solve better value around the global best individual and subgroup optimal individual in SFLA by the normal cloud particle operator. Finally, the individual were mutation to jump out of local optimal solution by using the theory of chaos. It is applied to training Network structure, which has made very good prediction result.
1 Radial-basis process neural network model
Radial-Basis Process Neuron Network Model
Suppose that the input layer of the radial-basis process neural network has n nodes for completing the input of the network of time-varying functions; the middle radial-basis process neuron hidden layer has m nodes, the transformation function of each unit is the radial-basis kernel function; the network output is the linear weighted summary of the output signals of hidden layer nodes [1] . The topological structure of the network is shown in Fig.1 .
Fig 1 RBF process neural network
In Fig.1 , wj (j=1,2,…,m) is the weight coefficient of the output layer, and is an adjustable parameter of the network.Suppose that X(t)=(x1(t),x2(t),…,xn(t)) is the input function of the network, Xj(t) is the kernel center function of the jth radial-basis process neuron; then the input-output relationship of radial-basis process neural networks is
Learning Algorithm
Suppose that the input functions and the kernel center functions of RBF process neural networks belong to (C[0,T])n. The network training mainly includes the adjustment of property parameters in the radial-basis kernel function K(·), the determination of the radial-basis kernel center function Xj(t), and the iteration and modification of weight coefficients in the output layer. The network is trained to satisfy the input-output mapping relationship of training samples by way of teacher demonstration.
where d k is the expected output of the kth sample in process interval x n (t). Suppose that the actual output of the kth sample is y k , the network error function is defined as: 
So, the w j is for adjustment parameters. Aimed to the problems that gradient descent method need to calculate the complex gradient information and sensitive to initial values. A Bloch Quantum Evolutionary Algorithm is presented 2 Cloud Chaos Hypermutation Shuffled Flog Leaping Algorithm(CCHSFLA)
Population initialization
Shuffled frog leaping algorithm [2] starts iterative calculation from the initial random value，If individuals began calculating from the initial solution which is close to the optimal value，it can accelerate the convergence rate in part. In 2005 Tizhoosh proposed a kind of reverse learning mechanism of machine learning method. The basic idea is to also consider the current estimate and inverse estimate the value of variables, and by comparing the obtained current optimal approximate value. Literature [3] proof: Estimates Based on the reverse are more likely to close the current estimates than random estimate, Specific steps are as follows:
Step 1 An initial solution is generated by random number in D dimension space;
Step 2 Using the formula i
Step 3 Calculate fitness function ( ) f • of these two solutions , In order to minimum value as an example,if ( ') (
Otherwise, continue to use X .
Optimal values of Sub frogs swarm and the global optimal evolutionary mechanism improvement
The cloud model which is uncertain transformation model of a kind of qualitative knowledge description and qualitative concept and quantitative values is proposed by Li Deyi .there are the characteristics of uncertainty with certainty, stability and changes in the knowledge expression [4, 5] . The digital characteristics of the cloud be described by Ex (Expected Value), En (Entropy) and He (Hyper Entropy). Classic shuffled frog leaping algorithm will divide the population into several sub group, Subgroup individuals are updated location reference subgroup optimal individual, If did not improve ,it are updated location reference the global optimal individuals . The population is re grouping after internal iterative times. The algorithm optimization speed is fast at the early stage, But these reference values may be not change after iterated several iterations in the late period, cause to decrease the speed , easy to fall into local optimum. According to the principles of sociology, the surrounding of outstanding individuals exist more outstanding individual, Therefore, we improved the way of updating the two optimal value, They are used as matrix respectively, cloud model is used to generate a plurality of new individual. Comparison of these individual if there are better individuals, if there is to replace the original optimal values, and then update the other individual position optimization. Make the body as the cloud model expectations En . , Cloud droplets are generated through two times of normal random,the realization of the method is as follows:
Step 1 To generate a normal random number ' En which the En is the expected value, He is standard deviation;
Step 2 To generate a normal random number x which the absolute value of Ex is the expected value, '
En is standard deviation, x is called a cloud theory in the domain space;
Step 3 Calculate
x Ex y En − − = , Let y belongs certainty degree of qualitative concept ;
Step 4 Repeat steps 1~ step 3 until produce n cloud droplets ;
Step 5 Compare the current optimal value fitness value with fitness value corresponding to the N cloud droplets, Take the best is the current optimal value;
Step 6 Other individuals begin iterative calculation in the original way of classical evolutionary.
Individual variation method based on Chaos Theory
There are many mutations and leap process excepte smooth and continuous, gradual change for many natural things . It facilitates the generation of new species. In the standard shuffled frog leaping algorithm grouping method, Fitness relatively poor individuals are divided in the last group, the worst individual of the group learn effect than in front of the group, The grouping result has certain limitations of individual learning, But the characteristics of chaos theory [6] can make up the limitation , to avoid falling into local optimal solution. The following specific variation mode:
Step 1 First select the last sub populations after the packet , According to the Step 2 The individual is metamorphosised by Logistic chaotic sequences
Step 3 Use reverse learning mechanism to solve the fitness of reverse solution of these individuals;
Step 4 Comparison Fitness of step 2 and step 3, Take the best as the mutated individual.
Application of the oil wells fault diagnosis
In the actual data processing, select 147 dynamometer samples(normal, sanding, traveling valve leakage, touch the pump, Knot wax thick, discharge leakage, breakage of a sucker rod and tubing leakage) of different working state of the same type of pumping well . The training set is composed of 105 samples , The test set is composed of 42 samples. The sample data is composed of load and displacement of oil well in one work period, The sampling points for 100, the load and displacement data were fitted time function. 
